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Double act! Abel and
Ross Reels are forming
fearsome combination
By pooling design expertise at one site and offering discounts
on joint purchases and shipping, brand owner Mayfly Outdoors
is delivering its award-winning fly reels to the market.

A

ward-winning performances at the IFTD show
earlier this year capped a remarkable renaissance
for the Abel® and Ross Reels® brands under the
ownership of Mayfly Outdoors.
Abel secured its first ever award for a fly reel
when the Abel® SDS triumphed in the Saltwater
category in Orlando. It was quickly followed by success for
Ross Reels® in the freshwater section for its Colorado LT.
These successes have come alongside sales upsurges for both
brands. Pre-season orders are off to a great start at Abel with an
average overall dollar increase of nearly 95% on orders received
for 2017. Ross, building on its 2015 sales rise of nearly 40%, is
reporting that pre-season sales are already up another 59% for 2017.
Originally based in California, Abel Automatics introduced its first
production models – cork drag fly fishing reels – in 1988. It was
acquired by Mayfly Outdoors in 2013, a takeover that was followed
later in the year by the purchase of Ross Reels from Orvis. Mayfly
Outdoors President David Dragoo said: “We are just 12 months into

“IN ADDITION TO DISCOUNTS, WE CAN
COMBINE THE BRANDS IN THE SAME
SHIPMENT TO SAVE ON FREIGHT.”
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our current product cycle, so we are not even close to having our
desired product line-ups. The growth we’ve seen is encouraging,
but our goals are to keep designing and releasing compelling
products on-time to customers.”
In August of 2016, the company’s two factories began their
months-long integration in Montrose, Colorado, to create a
powerhouse of design, manufacturing and sales in a location that
is well known for its outdoor lifestyle, while retaining the tradition
of anodising ‘excellence’ from its technicians in California.
From the Abel stable, a new Colorado edition reel (below),
hand-painted and with an anodised graphic, has been introduced
to celebrate the arrival at its new location.
Jeff Patterson, Director of Sales, said: “We are elated to have
made the Abel move. It made perfect sense from a production
standpoint to have the majority of operations for both companies
under one roof.
“In addition to the discounts we offer our worldwide accounts
when they bundle their Abel and Ross Reels pre-season orders,
we can now combine each brand in the same shipment to save
on freight costs.
“The beautiful change of scenery and major trout fishing
upgrade didn’t hurt either.”
The first reel to be completely designed in the new facility was
the Abel SDS (Sealed Drag Salt). It incorporates all the power,
reliability and smoothness of its smaller counterpart and combines
them in a larger package that is capable of taking on saltwater
species of all sizes. A unique multi-disc drag system yields an
industry-leading 20lb+ of braking power and is completely
sealed from the elements.

Above left: The
Abel SDS, which
triumphed in
Orlando. Right:
Another winner,
the Ross Reels
Colorado LT.

Available in three sizes from the beginning of January 2017,
the Abel SDS is perfect for fighting big fish on light tippets as
well as providing the power needed to halt hard-fighting tarpon
in their tracks. The proprietary design is composed of numerous
alternating stacked carbon composite and stainless steel discs.
The Colorado LT, which also picked up a runners-up
prize in the Angling International-sponsored Best New Product
Awards at EFTTEX in Amsterdam, is selling well for the brand.
The precision machining has resulted in a completely new
aesthetic and modern design evident in its large arbor and highly
detailed porting. Although it is the lightest reel in its class, it has
a super-strong, fully machined 6061-T6 proprietary alloy aluminium frame and spool that is paired with a handle machined
from canvas phenolic rod – an industry first. This material is
used in high-end custom knives and increases its grip when wet.

Underlining the simplicity of its design,
the reel has just 15 parts in total.
Not content with these Colorado-made
winners, next off the production line will be the Ross
Evolution R and a newly re-designed Abel Super
Series. Both set for a Spring 2017 launch, early dealer reviews
are enhancing the strengthening reputation of the brands with
several hundred units on order for delivery.
Dealers are responding positively to the changes. Tucker Ladd,
AFFTA Chairman and owner of Trouts Fly Fishing in Denver,
said: “It has been exciting to see the direction that the Ross and
Abel brands have taken over the past 12 months. They are meeting the needs of their respective customers, and the demand for
products from both brands has been on a steady increase. As a
Colorado company, Trouts is a proud partner of Abel and Ross.”
“What we’re doing will take several years to complete, but
we’re on the right path. There will be more good news to come
about our expansion in Colorado and new
products for both brands,” added Dragoo.

“THERE WILL BE MORE
GOOD NEWS TO COME
ABOUT OUR EXPANSION
IN COLORADO AND NEW
PRODUCTS FOR BOTH
BRANDS.”

Left: The
special edition
Abel Colorado
graphic. Right:
The latest reel
off the line,
the Ross Reels
Evolution R.

CONTACT
Jeff Patterson, Director of Sales
Tel: +1 970 249 0606 ext.26
Email: jeff@abelreels.com
Web: www.abelreels.com
www.rossreels.com
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